Windows & Conservatories

Quality, Service & Value... Guaranteed

Established 1951

“We are very proud of our reputation for providing a quality all round
service – from sales, through installation and after sales we try to ensure
every customer’s experience is excellent.”
Cary Hindman, Turkington Windows & Conservatories

Peace of Mind… Guaranteed
Investing in your home is a major decision – you can trust Turkington to
provide Quality, Service and Value… both today and in the future.
Turkington have been in business for over 60 years and offer a ten year
written guarantee with the added security of knowing you are dealing
with Northern Ireland’s most reputable and longest established
window company.

Recommendation
At Turkington we know the value of excellent service. Over 97% of our
customers are so pleased with our product and service that they are happy
to recommend us to family and friends. Quality and service pay… we get
more enquiries and new business from referrals than by any other method.

Independently Approved
We are accredited by and are members of the Glass & Glazing Federation
(GGF), a government approved organisation which promotes good
standards in all areas and also helps protect consumers through the GGF
Code of Practice. Turkington are accredited through Investors in People
and the British Standards Institute.

Double glazed ‘A’ Rated energy label.

Installation and Customer Service
We plan each job to ensure minimum disruption to your home whilst
maintaining the highest possible quality standards. Customers are
contacted regularly and kept well informed. Turkington use the very best
installation teams who have many years experience working in customers’
homes. Our standard method of fitting replacement windows is to use both
fixing bolts and fixing foam to give the most secure and energy efficient
installation possible, we also install a small cover trim which means in the
majority of cases there is no requirement for any remedial decorating.
Our fitting teams will leave your home clean and tidy and always go the
extra mile to ensure a quality job. If any problems arise during your ten year
guarantee period rest assured we have a dedicated team who will quickly
and efficiently deal with any issues.

Accredited Environmental Systems and Policies
At Turkington, we continuously strive to improve our environmental
performance and reduce our carbon footprint. Our environmental
management systems have achieved the widely recognised ISO14001
accreditation. Our environmental policy commits us to ongoing
improvements that will help to reduce carbon emissions from transport and
energy use. We aim to improve energy efficiency within our business and
offer more energy efficient products to our customers, as well as further
reducing waste and promoting recycling in all areas of our business.
Turkington Windows are committed to working towards a sustainable
working environment, ensuring that every aspect of our business is
conducted in accordance with sound environmental practices.
We recycle all waste manufacturing materials. Turkington also recycle
and/or sustainably dispose of windows and doors that we remove from
customers’ homes.
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Windows – advanced design for superior performance
Safety and Security
Our windows are ‘Secured by Design’ approved – we use high security
hinges, hinge bolts and multi-point shootbolt locking. Turkington Windows
are reinforced with galvanised steel section where required and also come
with a FREE security guarantee through the Maco Secure Scheme.
All windows and doors are internally glazed, meaning glass cannot be
removed from outside.

Enhanced Aesthetics for the Ultimate Appearance
As well as providing the peak in energy and security performance our
windows and doors are designed to look great now and in the future.
We have a full range of colour and woodgrain finishes available, in both our
sculptured Ovolo or contemporary Chamfered styles.
Turkington… windows to suit every home or project!

Styles and Options

Windows showing authentic Georgian bar.

Turkington design and install a variety of windows to meet every need.
All windows are designed specifically for you. Whilst there are specific
window types there are no set designs, we create windows to match your
needs. Window types include:
•

Casement Windows

•

Sliding Sash Windows

•

French Windows

•

Bay & Bow Windows

•

Tilt & Turn Windows

•

Arched Windows

•

Angled Frames

Hardware Options
Window and door handles are available in a range
of standard colour options: White, Black, Gold,
Chrome and Satin Silver.
Coastal location using stainless steel locking.

Windows
Fascia & Soffit
Doors
Composite Doors
Patio & Bi-folding Doors
Conservatories & Sun Lounges
Commercial Contracts

“The whole job was carried out quickly and efficiently –
the installation was perfect. There was no mess.”
Mrs Amin, Larne ~ December 2012
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Energy Saving Performance
We offer an excellent range of energy saving windows. Our double glazed
argon filled windows come with warm edge technology and are ‘A’ Rated
as standard delivering savings of up to 28% on home heating bills.
We also offer triple glazed options for the ultimate in home comfort and
energy performance. Our windows will actually add heat and energy to
your home, saving you money on fuel whilst being kind to the environment
both now and for many years to come.

Low ‘E’ Glass
Reflects heat back
into the home

Triple glazed options available.

Outer Pane
Maximises
Solar Gain

Argon Gas
in Cavitiy
Warm Edge
Spacer Bar
Dessicant Bead
Prevents moisture
forming

Five Chamber
Reinforced Profile

Typical double glazed ‘A’ Rated unit.

Bay window with 90° corner post.
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“Overall, a very good experience – very pleased with
every stage and would easily recommend.”
Mr Daly, Newry ~ December 2012
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High Security Hinges
and Hinge Bolts

WHITE

GOLDEN
OAK

CREAM
ROSEWOOD
WOODGRAIN

Maco Multi-point
Shootbolt Locking

GREY ON
WHITE

BLACK ON
WHITE

IRISH OAK

WHITE
WOODGRAIN

Colours for illustration only

Internally Glazed
with Integral Gaskets
and Clean Sight Lines

Fully Welded and
Reinforced Frames

Turkington Windows give you the ultimate in appearance, security and energy efficiency.
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A Guide to Window Energy Ratings
Window Energy Ratings are a simple, clear and easy to understand
method of informing customers of the relative energy efficiency of a
particular window. The windows are rated on an ‘A’ to ‘G’ scale, which is
consistent with other products such as light bulbs and white goods.

How are they calculated?
The rating is determined by a formula which takes into account various
factors:
•

Standard Domestic Occupancy

•

Climate Data

•

Thermal Transmittance (Window U Value)

•

Solar Factor (G Value)

•

Air Leakage (L Value)

Each of the above factors has an effect on the overall energy performance
of the window.

Warmth, style and security.

Experts in replacement and new build windows.
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“On time, very helpful, polite and the fitters work was very clean and tidy.
I was very impressed with all the staff and work carried out. Thank you.”
L Wilson, Bangor ~ February 2013
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Fascia and Soffit
Turkington use only quality products and experienced installation teams.
We have built an outstanding reputation for quality, service and value and
get most of our new customers through referral and recommendation.
Our range of fascias and soffits are low maintenance, long lasting,
recyclable and come in a variety of styles and colours to suit your home.
A simple transformation, but one which adds value, and offers low
maintenance.
•

10 year guarantee

•

Professional experienced installers

•

97% customer satisfaction rating

•

All timbers inspected

•

Free survey and quotation

•

Excellent after sales service
White PVC fascia and soffit.

We have a ten year guarantee both from Turkington and from the
manufacturer against discoloration and warping. We use high quality
Deeplas cellular products.
At Turkington we believe if a job is worth doing, then it’s worth doing right.
As well as dramatically enhancing the cosmetic appearance of your Fascia
and Soffit, we will also install as standard an eaves protection system. This
system ensures the long term structure of your roofline and gives added
peace of mind in the years ahead.

All installations guaranteed.
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Doors
A Turkington installed door will add style, security and comfort to your
home. Our range of elegant, high performance exterior doors will protect
your home for many years without the need for regular maintenance.
We have a variety of styles, glazing options and colours tailor-made to suit
your home and budget.
All doors are fully reinforced and come with high security anti-pick,
anti-bump and anti-snap locking as standard. Our range includes glazed
PVC doors, reinforced panel doors and a range of traditional and
contemporary composite doors.

Turkington… we tick all the boxes

4 10 Year Turkington Guarantee
4 Dedicated after sales teams
4 Established name – in business over 60 years
4 ‘A’ Rated for Energy Efficiency
4 70mm Frames
4 Multi-point Maco shootbolt locking
4 Secured by Design Approved
4 Members of Glass & Glazing Federation
•

Deposits guaranteed under Deposit Indemnity Fund

•

All installations to clearly defined standards

•

Agreed code of conduct from sale to after sales

French doors showing authentic Georgian bar.

Hardware Options
Door handles, letterboxes and door knockers are available in a range of
standard colour options: White, Black, Gold, Chrome and Satin Silver.

Oak panel door with side lights.
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“It’s the fourth time we have used Turkington during the past 15 years,
I will recommend Turkington every time. Thanks.”
Mr Sweeney, Holywood ~ April 2012
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Multi-point Locking

WHITE

GOLDEN
OAK

GREY ON
WHITE

BLACK ON
WHITE

IRISH OAK

WHITE
WOODGRAIN

High Security Hinges

Hardware Options
CREAM
ROSEWOOD
WOODGRAIN

Colours for illustration only
Choice of Door Panel
and Glazing Designs

Anti-pick, Anti-bump
and Anti-snap Locking with
Cylinder Guard as standard

Integral Gaskets

Weather Deflector

Choice of Threshold Options

Turkington Doors give you the ultimate in appearance, security and energy efficiency.
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Composite Doors – create the perfect entrance
Composite doors give the appearance and feel of solid timber but with the
added stability, energy efficiency and durability of modern materials.
The Apeer composite door uses the latest in locking technology and is
‘Secured by Design’ approved. Steel dog bolts secure the door to the
reinforced frame, while the kite mark approved locks give you complete
peace of mind.
Made from fibreglass (GRP) and high-density polyurethane materials with
an extremely efficient draught excluding double rebate – the Apeer70 door
achieves an ‘A’ rating for energy efficiency.
Apeer composite doors come in a range of colours and styles and with a
variety of glazing options to ensure you create the perfect entrance to
your home.

Apeer door with arched fan light.

Apeer stable door.
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“More than met expectations. Very satisfied. All work was above
expectation, on time and with the minimum of fuss and disruption.
Very attentive sales and works teams. Excellent.”
Mr & Mrs McKinley, Lisburn ~ January 2013
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Modo – the new contemporary collection from Apeer.
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Patio and Bi-folding Doors – bring the outside in
Transform your home; living room, bedroom, kitchen, conservatory… the
choice is yours.
Turkington offer a choice of sliding patio doors, french doors, lift and slide
doors and bi-folding doors in either PVC or Aluminium.
Sliding patio doors are an elegant choice allowing you to fully utilise internal
space whilst maintaining a striking appearance with a minimum of framing
– aesthetically pleasing they make maximum use of light and space in
your home.
Bi-folding doors are becoming increasingly popular for modern living, many
home extensions and new builds now incorporate bi-folding doors within
their design. Fold the doors back to give a stunning opening that brings the
outside in.
Sliding doors and lift and slide doors are available with a multi-track option,
allowing multiple panes to slide to one side maximising the opening.
PVC sliding and bi-folding doors are available in our standard colours, all
aluminium doors are available in any standard RAL colour.

Open plan sun lounge with french doors.

Patio sliding door.

A Turkington Veranda with bi-folding doors.
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“Turkington couldn’t have been more friendly and helpful…
an excellent job. We have recommended Turkington to our friends and family.”
Mr Kennedy, Portadown ~ January 2013
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Bi-folding doors available in PVC or aluminium.
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Conservatories and Sun Lounges
Contemporary or classical. Large or compact. Ornate or minimalist.
Whatever type of conservatory, sun lounge or orangery you dream of, we
will have a style to suit. Our conservatories are available in a wide range of
shapes, colours and sizes. There are also numerous glazing options and an
array of different doors and windows for you to choose from. Through a
combination of these components, we can create a home extension that
complements your property and its surroundings.
All Turkington home extensions are bespoke designed on your behalf.
We use the latest presentation and design software to let you see exactly
how your new conservatory could look – we can tailor the design to create
a home extension that is unique to you.

Relaxing, peaceful… stress-free.

A Turkington sun lounge.
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“We are so pleased we chose Turkington to construct our conservatory.
They did an excellent professional job from start to finish.
Would definitely recommend Turkington to anyone.”
Mrs Hempton, Belfast ~ January 2013
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Conservatory with internal pelmet and Celsius solar control glass.
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Commercial Contracts
Turkington Windows have successfully completed commercial window
contracts for over 30 years. We cater to a broad client base including
private individuals, public and private sector organisations, housing
associations, health and education boards, local councils, main
contractors, developers and more. Turkington are committed to providing
quality, service and value for all our clients.
We have worked on a range of projects including large domestic
replacement schemes, retail developments and one-off contemporary
dwellings. Turkington work closely with architects and specifiers to meet
varying client demands.

Our product options include:
•

‘A’ Rated & Secured by Design Windows

•

PVC & Aluminium Windows & Doors

•

Reversible Windows

•

U-Values from as low as 0.8

•

Frameless Glazing

•

Bi-Folding & Horizontal Sliding Doors

Rathgael JJC.

Aluminium sliding door section.

Window and door replacement scheme for SUHA.
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“Installation team were fast and efficient.
The staff, from sales to completion, were friendly and easy going.”
Mr Zipser, Dublin ~ February 2013
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Solar control glazing and contemporary aluminium window design.
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Turkington Windows and Conservatories

SHOWROOMS

James Park

Mahon Road

Linenhall Street

Portadown County Armagh Northern Ireland
Telephone +44 (0)28 3833 2807

Lisburn County Antrim Northern Ireland
Telephone +44 (0)28 9266 8883

BT62 3EH

BT28 1FJ

freephone 0800 0281812
from RoI 1800 882 369
www.turkingtonwindows.com
Images and colours shown are representative only. Product design and specification is continuous and subject to change.
Customers should check latest product design and specification with Turkington.

